
Antique sale 829 to be held on 01st June

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

1st of June
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

1st of June
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 12.30pm

1st of June
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 1.15pm

1st of June
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Not before 2pm

1st of June
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 2.15pm

1st of June
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 2.30pm

1st of June
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 921
Not before 2.45pm

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 27th May 9am - 5pm

Saturday 28th May 9am - 12 noon

Monday 30th May 9am -5.30pm

Tuesday 31st May 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 An octagonal silver teapot with ebony mounts, gross weight 704 grams, Sheffield 1921 ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

2 A silver mounted rectangular ink stand with pen tray and mounted inkwell (a/f), London 1908 20cm x 15cm
£50-75

The inkwell is damaged and the silver is dented

3 A George III Old English pattern silver ladle London 1803, 200 grams £90-120

4 A novelty silver condiment in the form of Jersey cream jugs Birmingham 1956, together with a similar circular
tray, gross weight 128 grams £50-75

5 A silver cream jug of Georgian design Birmingham 1929, 9cm, 92 grams £50-75

6 An Edwardian circular silver cigarette box and lid, London 1909, 9cm, 204 grams £80-120

7 Three William IV silver fiddle and thread pattern table spoons with engraved monogram, London 1834, 214
grams £70-100

8 A silver capstan inkwell (lacking liner) Birmingham 1911, 9cm £40-50

The lid is separated

9 A Victorian silver chatelaine chain with 4 silver mounted accessories - cigar holder, tape measure, propelling
pencil and scissor case, gross weight 94 grams ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

10 An Edwardian silver elliptical ink stand with silver mounted cut glass inkwell Sheffield 1903 24cm £80-120

11 A George III silver ladle with bright cut decoration and engraved monogram London 1771, 142 grams ( photo
centre pages ) £100-140

12 A Victorian silver mounted dressing table set comprising 2 rectangular boxes, 2 round boxes with silver lids
London 1867 by Asprey & Co, 118 grams £50-75

13 A rectangular silver cigarette case mount London 1924, 144 grams £40-60

14 Six early Georgian silver Old English pattern tablespoons, mixed dates rubbed, 328 grams £120-150

15 Two George III Old English pattern tablespoons London 1791, 2 Victorian fiddle pattern ditto, 282 grams
£100-140

All engraved with monograms

16 A matched set of 6 silver fiddle pattern dessert spoons London 1823 and 1827, 296 grams £100-140

17 A quantity of silver cutlery, spoons and forks including a cruet, mixed dates, gross weight 1000 grams
£300-350

18 An Edwardian silver mounted glass scent rubbed marks, an egg cup, ashtray and 2 lidded jars, weighable
silver 84 grams £40-60

19 A George III silver Old English pattern ladle with bright cut decoration and crest London 1806, 200 grams
£90-120

20 A rectangular silver engine turned cigarette box 11cm x 5cm £40-60

21 A Victorian silver Old English pattern rat tail ladle, London 1894, 282 grams £100-140

22 A rectangular silver engine turned cigarette box with inscription and monogram, Birmingham 1930, 14cm x
6cm £40-60

Numerous rubs and dents to this lot
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23 A Victorian silver fiddle pattern ladle with engraved monogram London 1846, 248 grams £100-140

24 A silver engine turned napkin ring, Birmingham 1912 together with 7 others 176 grams £50-70

25 A George IV silver Old English pattern ladle London 1824, 158 grams, bears monogram £80-100

26 An Edwardian silver chased sovereign holder Birmingham 1904 £40-60

Minor dents

27 An Edwardian silver rounded rectangular vesta with engraved monogram Birmingham 1905 6cm £40-60

28 An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1904 and 1 other ditto, gross weight 42 grams £40-60

29 A set of 6 silver bean end coffee spoons Birmingham 1930, a coin bowl spoon and a white metal compact
£40-60

30 A George III silver Old English pattern ladle with engraved monogram Edinburgh 1773 180 grams £100-150

31 A Victorian silver napkin ring London 1858 and 6 others, 94 grams £30-50

32 A George III silver Old English pattern ladle London 1801, 174 grams £70-100

33 A silver engine turned cigarette case Birmingham 1937 and 1 other, gross weight 186 grams £60-90

34 A George III silver fiddle pattern ladle with engraved monogram London 1813, 188 grams £70-100

35 A set of Gallia silver plated knife rests in the form of a cat, lion, bear, rabbit, fox and peacock (peacock a/f)
£50-75

36 An Edwardian silver Kings pattern ladle, Sheffield 1902, 254 grams £90-120

37 A silver backed hairbrush Birmingham 1975, 2 other mounted clothes brushes, a silver button hook and shoe
horn £30-50

38 A William IV silver Old English pattern ladle with engraved crest London 1836, 222 grams £90-120

39 A Victorian silver tea spoon London 1857 and minor spoons 192 grams £60-80

40 A Victorian silver ladle of fiddle pattern form with engraved crest London 1865, 314 grams £140-180

41 A quantity of mother of pearl mounted silver plated cutlery etc £30-50

42 Nine silver spoons, mixed dates and nine silver teaspoons mixed dates 188 grams £50-75

43 A Victorian octagonal silver plated tea kettle on stand with burner, ebony mounts and crest £40-60

44 An Edwardian silver lily pattern teaspoon London 1910 and minor items £30-50

45 A pair of Danish silver serving spoons 234 grams £80-120

46 A Danish silver sifter spoon with fruit handle 22cm, 96 grams £50-75

47 A cased set of 6 silver coffee spoons 56 grams and a silver plated sugar bowl £25-35

48 A pair of Victorian style cast silver plated salts in the form of a standing lady and gentleman, raised on rococo
bases 14cm £120-150

49 A Victorian silver Kings pattern ladle with engraved crest London 1848, 306 grams £120-160

The bowl is slightly misshapen

50 A silver plated model of a Norwegian tall boat with presentation inscription, engraved Joachin Greg & Co. 280
grams, 27cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

51 A George IV silver Old English pattern ladle with bright cut decoration London 1827, 156 grams £70-100

52 A George VI silver christening mug Birmingham 1939, engraved monogram, 60 grams and a silver mounted
biscuit barrel £50-75

54 A cased pair of Victorian silver plated fish servers and minor plated wares £50-75

55 A Victorian silver plated 3 division bottle stand and minor plated wares £30-40

56 A cased set of fish eaters for 6 and minor plated wares £30-40

57 A canteen of silver plated Kings pattern cutlery for 6 (44) in a wooden canteen £30-50

58 A silver plated cup and spoon and minor plated wares £30-40

59 A Victorian coromandel work box containing a quantity of silver plated wares £30-50
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60 A silver plated 4 piece demi-fluted tea set, cased canteen, tray and ladle £40-60

61 A silver plated 3 piece tea set and minor plated wares £30-50

62 A Victorian ex-plated samovar raised on ball feet £30-50

This lot has lost most of its plating but is otherwise in good condition.

63 A canteen of silver plated cutlery for 6, contained in a mahogany canteen £30-50

64 A set of silver plated ribbon and bow cutlery for 6 (27) £30-40

65 An Edwardian silver plated biscuit barrel and minor plated wares including a carriage timepiece £30-50

66 A set of 4 Sterling silver and enamelled bridge pencils, cased together with a ditto bookmark £40-50

67 A set of 50 silver John Pinches commemorative ingots Great British locomotives 1550 grams, cased - PLEASE
NOTE THE ORIGINAL CATALOGUED WEIGHT OF THE INGOTS HAS BEEN AMENDED TO 1550 GRAMS (
photo centre pages ) £600-700

68 A Queen Anne style silver sugar shaker Birmingham 1927, 222 grams, 18cm £80-120

69 A 19th Century Continental repousse silver cream jug with vacant cartouche raised on scroll legs, London
import marks 1891, 94 grams, 9cm £40-60

70 A silver bon bon dish, Sheffield 1941, 60 grams, 10cm £30-40

71 A set of 6 Edwardian silver gilt coffee spoon with coloured guilloche enamel backs Birmingham 1936 in a fitted
case £50-75

These spoons are generally in good condition having only some very minor scratches to the enamel and some
light tarnishing to the bowls. The spoons are 9.5cm long.

72 A quantity of silver plated lily pattern cutlery comprising 12 fish forks, 5 soup spoons, 2 ladles, 6 tablespoons, 5
knives £30-50

73 A canteen of silver plated cutlery for 8 with beaded decoration in a fitted mahogany finished canteen (84
pieces) £50-75

74 An Edwardian silver two handled shallow trophy with engraved inscription London 1909, 23cm, 392 grams
£140-180

This lot has some minor pin head dents to the bowl. The lot is otherwise generally in good condition though the
makers mark is slightly rubbed (but still legible). The inscription to the rim of the bowl reads "Hanger Hill Golf
Club, September 30th 1910, won by John Jenkins"

75 A baluster silver christening mug with engraved monogram and S scroll handle Chester 1921, a bell shaped
ditto London 1862 190 grams £60-80

76 Two silver dessert spoons and 2 forks, mixed dates 166 grams, a silver trophy on a later base £40-60

77 A Persian white metal two handled vase raised on an oval base, a plated baluster ditto and 2 tea straws
£40-60

78 A silver plated demi-fluted 4 piece tea and coffee set and minor plated wares £50-75

79 A Victorian repousse silver heart shaped bon bon dish 9cm, a silver mounted photo frame 7cm together with
minor plated wares £30-50

80 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with 2 9ct charms and padlock together with 6 sovereigns in 9ct mounts 1890, 1899,
1900, 1902, 1903 and 1974 and 2 half sovereigns in 9ct mounts - 1892 and 1908, the net weight of 9ct gold is
41.5 grams ( photo centre pages ) £2400-2800

81 A 9ct yellow gold bark finished flat link bracelet 57.9 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

This bracelet is approximately 19cm long.

82 A 9ct yellow gold gatelink bracelet with padlock 14.4 grams £150-180

83 Two 9ct yellow gold signet rings, sizes O and P, 14 grams £140-180
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84 A white metal stamped plat. emerald and diamond cluster ring, the emerald cut stone approx. 0.9ct surrounded
by brilliant cut diamonds 0.5ct, size N, 3.6 grams £850-950

85 A gentleman's 9ct yellow gold diamond set signet ring, 5.6 grams, size T 1/2, diamond approx. 0.2ct £60-80

86 A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring 3 grams, size O £50-70

87 A yellow and white metal diamond and seed pearl spray floral brooch 48mm x 24mm, 8.3 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

88 A sovereign 2017 ( photo centre pages ) £280-340

89 An 18ct white gold brilliant cut cognac coloured diamond ring with diamond shoulders, the centre stone approx.
1.07ct, the shoulders 0.24ct, size M 1/2, 2.7 grams £1600-1800

90 Two 18ct yellow gold signet rings, size G 1/2 and R 9.8 grams £180-220

91 A 9ct yellow gold amethyst dress ring, size O 3.6 grams £90-120

92 An 18ct yellow gold ruby set bracelet 10.8 grams £320-380

93 An 18ct yellow gold single stone diamond gypsy set ring approx. 0.15ct, 3.2 grams, size P £60-80

94 A 9ct yellow gold topaz dress ring size M, 4 grams £100-140

95 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring, size O 1/2, 2.8 grams £30-40

96 A white metal stamped 18k aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre square cut stone approx. 1.0ct,
surrounded by brilliant cut diamonds, 4.2 grams, size N £1200-1400

97 A lady's Fuldex 9ct gold wristwatch on a gilt bracelet £40-50

98 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size P, 6.1 grams £140-180

99 A 9ct yellow gold garnet and pearl pendant 1.3 grams £35-45

100 A Chinese yellow metal circular smoky quartz ring 7.5 grams, size J £30-50

101 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, 2 grams, size U £50-75

102 A white metal stamped 750 oval ruby and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone approx. 1.45ct, the tapered
baguette diamonds 0.12ct, the brilliant cut diamonds 0.37ct, 3.5 grams, size N 1/2 £1500-1700

103 A 9ct yellow gold pendant and chain with ditto ear studs, 3.3 grams £40-60

104 A half sovereign 2012 £140-180

105 A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring size N, 2.4 grams £30-40

106 A 19th Century yellow metal, enamelled and seed pearl memoriam brooch, a gem set ring and a 9ct double
sided pendant £70-90

108 A white metal stamped 18k emerald and diamond ring, the rectangular cut centre stone approx. 4.58ct, the 2
triangular cut diamonds 0.6ct, 3.7 grams, size N £1600-1800

109 A 1915 4 ducat ( photo centre pages ) £450-550

110 A 9ct yellow gold garnet ring 3.3 grams, size M £60-80

111 An 18ct yellow gold 5 stone graduated diamond ring approx. 0.75ct, 3.6 grams £300-400

112 A 9ct yellow gold aquamarine and diamond ring 3.3 grams, size L £90-120

113 A 9ct yellow gold smoky quartz ring, 3.6 grams, size N 1/2 £90-120

114 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size N 1/2, 5.8 grams £140-180

115 A white metal stamped plat Art Deco style emerald and diamond cluster ring, the oval cut emerald 0.80ct, the
brilliant cut diamonds 0.30ct, 4 grams, size N £650-750

116 A 9ct yellow gold star sapphire ring, 4 grams, size O 1/2 £100-150

117 A twenty five pounds Britannia coin 2000 £280-320

118 A 9ct yellow gold triple paste set ring, 1.5 grams, size Q £45-55

119 A pair of yellow metal twist mount earrings, each set with a brilliant cut diamond approx. 0.5ct, SI2 colour G/H,
5.1 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1400
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120 A yellow metal aquamarine and diamond ring, the centre emerald cut stone approx. 2.5ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 1.1ct, size m, 5.6 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1200-1400

121 A 9ct yellow gold pearl set floral brooch 55mm, 7.4 grams £160-190

122 A 9ct yellow gold emerald cut amethyst dress ring 5.6 grams, size N 1/2 £120-150

123 A yellow metal bar brooch in the form of a hare with a ruby eye chasing a baroque pearl 4.5 grams, 30mm (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

This lot is solid and is generally in good condition.

124 A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring 1.6 grams, size K £40-60

125 An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring, 3.3 grams, size L £130-160

126 A white metal stamped plat. triple cluster diamond ring approx. 1.85ct, 4.9 grams, size O £1400-1600

127 An 18ct white gold and yellow metal triple wedding band gross weight 8.6 grams, size S £200-250

128 A 9ct yellow gold diamond and ruby ring, the 2 brilliant cut diamonds each approx. 0.05ct, the 3 princess cut
rubies each 0.02ct, 3.4 grams, size L £100-150

129 A pair of Edwardian 9ct yellow gold mother of pearl cufflinks 6 grams gross £110-130

130 A yellow metal charm bracelet with 5 charms, 23 grams £250-300

131 A 9ct yellow gold gem set necklace 5.6 grams, 44cm £140-180

132 A 9ct yellow gold garnet ring 2.2 grams, size O £60-80

133 A 9ct yellow gold seed pearl brooch 3.4 grams, 26mm £80-120

134 A white metal stamped 750 oval sapphire and diamond cluster ring, the centre stone 1.64ct, the brilliant cut
diamonds 0.9ct, size N 1/2, 3.6 grams £1600-1800

This lot is modern and as such is in good condition. 
The stones are natural and have probably been heat treated but are of average quality having visible
inclusions.

135 A half sovereign, 2000 £140-180

136 A 9ct yellow gold opal pendant 2.6 grams, 17mm £70-90

137 A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring, 2.9 grams, size N 1/2 £80-120

138 A 9ct yellow gold paste set ring, 2.1 grams, size K 1/2 £50-75

139 A yellow metal square cut aquamarine and diamond ring, centre stone approx. 1.8ct, the 14 brilliant cut
diamonds 0.25ct, 3.2 grams, size m £700-900

140 A 9ct yellow gold agate ring 1.5 grams, size O £40-60

141 A 9ct yellow gold diamond ring size P, 1.2 grams £30-40

142 A 9ct white gold ring 1.7 grams, size O £45-60

143 A white metal stamped plat 5 stone graduated diamond ring approx. 1.0ct, 3.5 grams, size M £900-1100

144 A half sovereign 2005 £140-180

145 A sovereign 2012 £280-340

146 A 9ct yellow gold paste ring 2.4 grams, size O £60-80

147 A 9ct yellow gold ring size M 1.9 grams £50-75

148 A quarter sovereign 2019 £70-90

149 A 9ct yellow gold gem set ring 2.4 grams, size O 1/2 £60-80

150 An 18ct white gold brilliant cut diamond halo ring 0.61ct, size L, 3.3 grams £600-800

151 A half sovereign 2002 £140-180

152 A 9ct yellow gold opal ring, size M, 3.9 grams £100-140

153 A sovereign 2000 £280-340

154 A sovereign 2002 £280-340
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155 A Continental white metal stamped WM90 twin handled bowl, 704 grams, 33cm £500-600

156 A gilt necklace and minor costume jewellery £40-60

157 A gentleman's steel cased Eterna Matic Kontiki calendar wristwatch contained in a steel case with original
bracelet £100-150

This watch is in working order

158 A Roy King silver wristwatch contained in an elipse case on a silver mesh bracelet with buckle clasp London
1974 ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

159 A gentleman's steel cased Seiko automatic day date wristwatch contained in a square case and a steel Seiko
bracelet £40-60

This watch is in working order

160 A silver charm bracelet 98 grams £80-100

161 A lady's 9ct yellow gold Walker & Hall wristwatch and 1 other £30-40

162 A silver and enamelled butterfly brooch and minor jewellery £30-40

163 A lady's steel cased Seiko day date wristwatch, 1 other and minor items £30-40

164 A metal cased Smiths Empire pocket watch on a plated chain, together with a gentleman's Mingbo wristwatch
£30-40

165 A 925 standard bangle and minor silver jewellery, gross weight 470 grams £130-160

166 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £30-40

167 A quantity of vintage watches and jewellery £30-40

168 An 1889 crown, an 1893 ditto, a 1922 dollar and minor coinage £50-75

169 A silver 7 bar toast rack 84 grams Birmingham 1949 £30-40

170 A canteen of silver plated Mappin & Webb cutlery for 6 contained in an oak canteen 
38 pieces plus 12 knives and a carver and sharpener £50-75

Additional images added.

171 A collection of minor costume jewellery and coins £40-60

172 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £30-40

173 A quantity of vintage and other costume jewellery £40-60

174 A William III sixpence, Bristol Mint 1697, a Queen Anne ditto 1703, a 1711, a George II ditto 1758, a George III
with crowns 1787 and a ditto 1816 £100-150

175 A Charles II fourpence 1679, another 1682, a James II fourpence 1686, a William and Mary 1689, a Queen
Anne 1710, a George III 1786, another 1800, a Victorian Maundy fourpence 1853, a William IV 1836, a Victoria
1842 and an 1888 £100-150

176 A Victorian Gothic script florin 1852 £100-140

177 A Charles I shilling Tower Mint 1625-1642 ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

178 A Queen Anne plumes and roses in angles 1705 shilling, holed £30-40

179 A Charles I Tower Mint shilling 1625-1642 £50-75

180 A Victorian Godless 1849 florin £100-140

181 A Victoria Jubilee head 1887 florin £100-140

182 A George IV half crown shield in garter and collar 1824 £30-50

183 A George II sixpence with roses 1743 £80-100

184 A Victoria young head half crown 1886 £80-100

185 A George IV small head half crown 1825 £30-40

186 A George IV garnished shield half crown 1820 £50-75

187 A Victoria flowered head half crown 1900 £30-50
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188 A Victorian jubilee head half crown 1887 £30-50

189 A William and Mary first shield half crown 1689 £80-100

190 A George III sixpence without hearts 1787 £50-75

191 A William III first bust Exeter mint shilling 1698, a Queen Anne 1711 and a George I South Seas Company
1723 £100-140

192 A George III roses and plume shilling 1734, ditto with roses 1739 and 1743 and a "lima" 1745 £140-180

193 A George IV garnish shield shilling 1821, ditto 1824, 1826 and a William IV 1834 £100-140

194 A George II shilling 1758, ditto with hearts 1787, ditto with hearts 1787 and another 1817 £100-140

195 A George III small head 1817 half crown £50-75

196 A George II half crown lima 1747 £40-60

197 A George III bull head half crown 1817 £50-75

198 A Queen Anne penny 1710 holed, a George III penny 1776, 1786 and an 1800 penny, a William 1 1/2 pence
1834, Victoria ditto 1843 £40-60

199 A Charles II two pence 1679, a George I ditto 1717, a George II two pence holed 1746 and a Victoria veiled
head Maundy two pence 1894 £30-50

200 A China He-Peh province 7 mace and 2 candareens ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

201 A Chinese provincial Yun-nan province 7 mace and 2 candareens £100-150

202 A Maundy set 1905 £80-120

203 A Buckingham Palace 2015 UK one hundred pounds fine silver coin £50-75

204 A Big Ben heartbeat of the nation 2015 UK one hundred pounds fine silver coin £50-75

205 Six Britannia two pound silver coins - 2000, 2001, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008, each 32.4 grams £50-75

206 Six silver twenty pound coins - two x George and The Dragon 2013, Outbreak 2014, Sir Winston Churchill
2015, Longest Reigning Monarch 2015 and 90th Birthday of Her Majesty The Queen 2016, 78.5 grams £40-60

207 A China Republic memento dollar (Yuan) 1929, five pointed star 26.8 grams ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

208 A Chinese Fatman trade dollar, 2 others £100-150

All three coins have an approximate grade AG3 (most letters and digits are visible, rims are worn into the
fields). One of the Fatman coins has a dent to the rim.

209 Five American dollars 1879, 1882, 1884, 1884 and 1890 £50-75

210 Four American half dollars 1935, 1962, 1974, 1976, a 1976 and a 1977 dollar £30-50

211 Two silver dollars 1922 and 1995 £30-40

212 A 10 franc 1865, a 5 franc 1876, a ditto 1834, another 1834, 1868 £30-40

213 Two Belgian five francs 1870 and 1873, a Uruguay 1 peso and 8 other crowns £50-75

214 Two Marie Therese restrikes 1780 £30-50

215 A James II threepence 1687, a George I 1717, a George II 1731, a George III 1763, a George III bullhead
1818, a George IV small head 1822, a George IV normal head 1830, William IV 1835, Victoria young head
1875, Victoria Jubilee head 1887, Victoria veiled head 1901, Edward VII 1902, George V 1917, small head
1926, small head 1936, George VI 1942 £80-120

216 An Edward I silver penny, a Henry VI half groat (holed), an Elizabeth I threepence  1575 and a James I half
groat second coinage (holed) £30-50

217 A Commonwealth Cromwell half groat (holed), a Henry VIII groat second coinage, Charles I Aberystwyth Mint
groat, Henry VIII half groat first coinage, an Elizabeth I sixpence and a James I sixpence (holed and gilded)
£50-75
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218 A George IV sixpence with garnished shield 1821, a ditto 1824 £30-50

219 A George IV sixpence bare head 1826, a William IV 1834 £50-75

220 A Victoria young head sixpence 1864, a ditto 1887, a revised 1887, a veiled head 1899, Edward VII 1909,
George V 1918, George V modified head 1926, George V 1936, George VI 1943, 1952, Elizabeth II 1953 and
1967 £30-50

221 A 2008 United Kingdom coinage Royal Shield of Arms silver proof collection, cased £50-75

222 Twelve 1977 Silver Jubilee commemorative crowns, 350 grams £100-150

223 The Queen's 80th Birthday Collection - A Celebration in Silver, boxed £100-150

224 Fifteen silver gilt commemorative Historic Coins of Great Britain, each approx. 28 grams £100-150

225 A 2008 United Kingdom cased proof coin set, together with a 2005 and 2010 ditto £40-60

226 A silver Krugerrand 2017 and minor commemorative silver coins £50-75

227 A quantity of commemorative school medallions etc £30-40

228 A 1935 Canada dollar £50-75

229 A 1939 Canada dollar two 1949 Canada one dollars, a 1951, 1958, 1961,1966, 1967, 1987 and 1987 and a
1969 dollar and 1965 50 cents £50-75

230 A George III cartwheel penny 1797, an 1807, a George IV 1826, William IV 1831, Victoria 1858, Victoria
beaded border 1860, Victoria Heaton Mint mark 1874 and ditto 1875 £50-75

231 A Victoria Heaton Mint mark penny 1876, ditto 1881, 1882, toothed border 1883, 1897, Edward VII 1907,
George V Heaton Mint mark 1912 and George V 1914 £30-50

232 Half pennies - William and Mary 1694, William III 1697, William III 1699, George I dump 1717, George I large
1720, George II 1735, old head 1740, George III 1774, 1775, 1799, 1807, George IV 1826, William IV 1831
and Victoria 1853 £100-150

233 A Charles II farthing 1674, William and Mary 1694, George I 1729, George II young head 1737, George II old
head 1744, George III 1773, 1775 (possible fake), George III 1799, 1806, 1822, 1829, William IV 1836 £50-75

234 A blue album of Great Britain bronze coinage including Victoria quarter farthing 1839, half farthing, farthings,
pennies, half pennies, £50-75

235 A Change Chequer album of 26 ten pence coins, 6 fifty pence pieces and a five pound coin £30-50

236 Fifty two commemorative 50 pence coins £30-50

237 Thirty six commemorative two pound coins, 22 one pound coins £40-60

238 A George III cartwheel twopence 1797, minor cartwheel pennies, half pennies etc £40-60

239 A quantity of mixed world coinage including crowns £30-50

240 A 1937 crown and minor coinage £50-75

241 A quantity of mixed commemorative crowns, coins, etc including tokens £50-75

242 A Chinese Yuan Shikai with moustache and flags and one dollar Chinese trade token £40-60

243 A Victoria 1884 shilling, 1887 small head, large head 1891, veiled head 1893, Edward VII, George V, George
VI, Elizabeth II £30-50

244 A George III crown 1819 £100-150

245 A Queen Anne shilling plumes in angles third bust 1708 £50-75

246 A Victoria crown young head 1845, a Victoria gothic head copy crown 1847, Jubilee head 1887, veiled head
1893 £80-100

247 An Edward VII 1902 Coronation crown, a George V crown in wreath 1930, a George V 1935 Silver Jubilee and
a George VI 1937 Coronation £50-75

248 A commemorative five pound coin crown, a Queen Elizabeth II Queen Mother 90th 1990 through to Queen
Elizabeth II Diamond Wedding 2007 (16) £50-75
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249 An Elizabeth II commemorative five pound coin 50th Anniversary Death of Winston Churchill 2015 through to
Elizabeth II George III 2020 (16) £40-60

250 An Elizabeth II commemorative five pound crown dated 2008 through to a ditto 2015 (16) £30-50

251 A George III laureate head bank token 1814, ditto 1811 armoured bust, 1811 armoured bust 18 pence and a
laureate head 1816 £50-75

252 A Spanish American eight reales (holed) 1778, a 1777 copy, a George III Bank of England dollar 1804 and a
Charles II crown 1673 £70-90

253 A William III crown 1696, a George I replica crown and a George III crown £50-75

254 A Bilston one shilling silver token 1811 £50-75

255 A Scarborough one shilling silver token 1820 £50-75

256 A George III cartwheel two pence 1797, a ditto penny 1797 £50-75

257 An Isle of Man penny 1733 and a quantity of George I, II and III, Victorian and George IV bronze coinage
£40-60

258 A James II Irish gun money half crown 1689, George I Irish farthing 1723 and five others £30-50

259 A Leeds half penny 1791, various half pennies and tokens, all 18th Century £30-50

260 A Danish silver circular pill box with monogram 4.5cm together with a Georgian silver salt 80 grams £40-60

261 A pair of Edwardian silver candlesticks of waisted form 15cm, Birmingham 1909 £40-60

Both are dented

262 A pair of silver 3 light candelabra Birmingham 1967 by Elkington & Co, 26cm £100-150

263 A silver wine coaster of plain form, London 1989, 10cm diam. £30-50

264 A collection of 18th Century and later bronze tokens £50-75

265 A silver sauce boat with S scroll handle on pad feet, Birmingham 1939, a Chippendale style dish and 3
repousse bon bon dishes, 174 grams £50-75

266 A cased set of 4 Georgian style silver salts/mustards with 2 spoons, 144 grams, rubbed marks £80-100

267 A canteen of silver plated Kings Pattern cutlery for 12 contained in a fitted canteen, retailed by Harrods
£100-150

The majority of the pieces are in barely used condition with only one or two having minor wear to the blades
and tines.

268 A set of 6 Sterling silver forks with fancy handles and minor cutlery, 308 grams together with a silver mounted
match striker £100-150

269 A 9ct yellow gold tie clip and a pair of ditto earrings 10.8 grams £100-140

270 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet, 3.3 grams, a ditto fob watch and key and a gilt seal £80-100

271 Two George III crowns 1821, ditto 1822, an 1845 Victoria ditto and 2 others 1890 and 1893 £50-75

272 A quantity of commemorative crowns and coins etc £30-50

273 A World War Two medal group comprising 1939-45 Africa and Italy Star, Defence Medal, War medal and
Territorial Efficiency Medal (militia) to 2338808 S1 GMN SJ Harrison R Signal £120-150

274 An Edward I penny and an Edward III half groat £60-80

275 A Silver Jubilee medal 1952-1977 with box and ribbon £40-60

276 A James I shilling £45-55

277 A Henry VIII groat from the Tower Mint (split) £60-80

278 A gentleman's vintage Services Windsor wristwatch and minor jewellery £30-40

279 A silver plated Dunhill cigarette lighter £30-40

280 A quantity of pre-1947 coinage, 468 grams £100-150

281 A large quantity of pre-decimal coinage and minor bank notes £40-60
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282 A Charles I shilling and an Elizabeth I sixpence £30-40

283 A Bank of England five pound bank note no.J11042229, dated 1945 £100-150

284 Minor Roman bronze coins and brooches £50-75

285 A collection of minor commemorative coins and badges £30-40

286 A Trajan bronze coin and a silver ditto £30-40

287 A United Nations medal with Korea bar and spare ribbon, 7 other commemorative medallions £30-40

288 Three First World War medals to different recipients together with 5 Second World War ditto and a quantity of
badges £40-60

The WW1 Victory medal is marked "14172 PTE E.T.ROBINS LAN.FUS".
The British War medal is marked "M2-200400 CPL R.V.STONE A.S.C".
The 1914-15 star is marked "G-4527 PTE A.G.WEYMAN TTHE QUEEN'S R"

289 A walking stick with silver collar and 4 others £50-75

290 A pair of yellow metal carved coral ear clips and a pair of 9ct yellow gold gem set clips £30-50

291 A gentleman's gilt Dunhill fountain pen with an 18ct nib boxed, together with a Cross ball point pen £40-60

292 A pair of Edwardian silver tapered posy vases Chester 1905, 25cm £50-75

293 A silver plated 4 piece tea and coffee set and minor items £40-60

294 A Victorian style repousse silver 4 piece dressing table set decorated with masks and scrolls, comprising
hairbrush, clothes brush, hand mirror and comb, London 1968, together with a metal tray £50-75

295 A silver charm bracelet and minor jewellery £30-50

296 A sovereign, 2005 £280-320

297 An Our Dumb Friends League medal, the reverse engraved Pet Animal Show South Norwood June 19th 1910
together with a silver mounted toilet jar £30-40

298 A Waterman ball point pen boxed £30-40
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A set of 6 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff conical sugar sifters from the Centenary Clarice Cliff Collection,  the set
consisting of numbers 1-6 House & Bridge, Windbells, Crocus, Cornwall, Autumn and Blue Firs of the Bizarre
and Fantastique designs, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The sifters are all free of chips and cracks and boxed with card inserts.

403 A set of 6 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff conical sugar sifters from the Centenary Clarice Cliff Collection. The set
consisting of numbers 7-12 Berries, Delicia Pansies, Blue Chintz, Delicia Citrus, Apples, Sun Gold of the
Bizarre and Fantastique designs, boxed £100-150

The sifters are all free of chips and cracks and boxed with card inserts. Two boxes are in poor condition due to
water damage

404 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked C.804 the cup marked with 4 dots   PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF THIS LOT
IS BY PRE-BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

405 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked 802 with 4 dots the cup marked with a cross   PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF
THIS LOT IS BY PRE-BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

406 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked C the cup marked ??087  PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF THIS LOT IS BY PRE-
BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

407 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked C.804 L the cup marked 802 with 4 dots  PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF THIS
LOT IS BY PRE-BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

408 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked C804 L the cup marked C804 and 4 dots  PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF THIS
LOT IS BY PRE-BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

409 A rare Aynsley teacup and saucer decorated with Roses by Joseph A Bailey (active 1937-1974) the cup with
gilt exterior the saucer marked C the cup marked with 4 dots PLEASE NOTE - VIEWING OF THIS LOT IS BY
PRE-BOOKED APPOINTMENT ONLY £300-400

This lot is in excellent condition with minor rubbing to the gilt

410 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern plate 27cm, a pair of ditto 22cm £50-75

411 A Glasstudio Stanislaw Borowski stylised glass figure of an exotic bird with metal feet 43cm £80-120

This lot has some very minor scratches to the body but is otherwise in good condition.
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412 A Keith Murray Wedgwood yellow glazed shallow reeded bowl 36cm £60-80

This lot has some minor contact marks to the interior but is otherwise in good condition.

413 A Moorcroft baluster table lamp, with blue ground decorated flowers 18cm £40-60

414 A set of 6 Royal Worcester coffee cups and saucers with pale green and gilt decoration, together with 6 silver
gilt coffee spoons London 1929, cased £50-75

Two coffee cups and 2 saucers are damaged

415 A Beswick figure of a Palomino prancing Arab by Arthur Greddington H1261, first version 17cm, ditto Palomino
pony 9cm together with a Beswick pig (stuck leg), walking rocking horse grey horse 23cm £50-75

416 T W Lemon for Wesuma ware, a 1930's pottery 2 handled tapered oviform vase with inscribed rising sun
decorations, signed to base 27cm £30-50

417 A Glasstudio Stanislaw Borowski "Chameleon - Large" stylised glass figure 31cm ( photo centre pages )
£150-250

This lot has some very minor flaws in the glass and some very light scratches to the tail. It is otherwise in good
condition.

418 A Crown Devon Fieldings musical jug - Roamin in the Gloamin, ditto I Love a lassie and Auld Lang Syne, all
21cm £40-60

419 A set of 8 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff limited edition coffee cans and saucers, Monsoon, Red Autumn, Coral Firs,
Blue Lucerne, Tulip, Fantasque Mountain, Garden Blue and Windbells, boxed with 7 bean end coffee spoons
£80-100

420 A Grimwades Royal Winton Edward VIII commemorative musical jug 15cm, ditto George  V and Queen
Elizabeth II Crown Devon 13cm £40-60

The George V jug has 3 hairline cracks to the rim. Both the Edward and George jugs are extensively crazed.
All are otherwise in good condition.

422 A Royal Worcester Connoisseur Collection candle snuffer Robin 9cm and Bluetit 5cm £30-50

Both snuffers have some very minor tarnishing to the gilding but are otherwise in good condition.

423 A Glasstudio Stanislaw Borowski "Gonzo - Green" a stylised striped glass figure of a bird 34cm ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

This lot is in good condition.

424 A pair of Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern 2 handled tapered vases decorated with flowers 16cm £40-60

Both vases are in good condition.

425 A pair of 19th Century Continental porcelain vases with twin handles decorated panels of Continental
townscapes and figures, raised on square bases 31cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

One vase has a small start crack to the inside of the neck and the other has some small chips to the top of the
base section. Both have some minor scratches to the body and minor wear to the gilding but are otherwise in
good condition.

426 A Thorens musical jug - There's a Tavern in the Town 16cm, a ditto Sarie Marais and 1 other £30-50

427 A Perthshire paperweight the multi cane decoration in the shape of a heart 7cm boxed, a Caithness ditto
"Morning Dew" 8cm boxed, another decorated with curled canes 8cm boxed, another "Anemone" 94 of 500
8cm boxed, ditto with multicane 6cm boxed, a glass apple with metal mounts together with a studio glass vase
14cm £30-50

428 A Lladro figure of a lady 5060 30cm £30-50

429 A set of 3 Beswick graduated Kingfisher wall mounts 29/1 (stuck wing), 29/2 and 29/3, 20cm, 15cm and 12cm
£60-80
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430 A cranberry glass decanter converted to a table lamp 21cm (chipped) together with minor cranberry glassware
£40-60

431 A Royal Crown Devon musical jug - Auld Lang Syne 17cm, ditto Sarie Marais and Killarney 16cm £40-60

432 A Wedgwood Clarice Cliff limited edition plate Blossom no.130 of 1999 boxed 13.5cm, ditto Red Tulip no.492
of 1999 13.5cm, Clarice Cliff Blue Firs 26cm, ditto May Avenue 26cm and Blue Lucerne 20cm £60-80

433 A Lladro figure of a girl sitting on a stool using a telephone 5466 20cm, a Collector's Society ditto of a young
couple kissing on a bench dated 1995 19cm £30-50

Both items in this lot are in good condition and are of first quality

434 A Royal Doulton character jug Dick Whittington D6375 16cm, ditto Arriet 16cm together with Uncle Tom
Cobleigh D6337, Tony Weller 16cm and Robin Hood D6527 16cm £40-60

435 A Nymphenburg figure of a Bedlington Terrier 18cm £40-60

This lot is in very good condition having no damage, chips, scratches or crazing.

436 Four Franklin Mint figures - Lightning in gold 28cm, Sunrise in gold 28cm, Power 28cm and Sunlight in gold
28cm £50-75

437 A Spanish figure of a lady with young girl 30cm (minor chips to flowers), a Nao figure of a seated ballet dancer
9cm and a girl with hoop 17cm £30-40

438 A Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff Bizarre plate Orange Erin 2271A/9500 26cm, a ditto Bird of Paradise 354/1999
31cm and a ditto Etna 496/1999 31cm £40-60

439 A Lladro figure of a girl holding a basket of flowers 16cm, ditto of a girl 6990 19cm, another of 2 girls picking
flowers 5893 25cm £30-50

There are minor chips to some flowers

440 A Portmeirion coffee set designed by Susan Williams Annis, black diamond pattern, comprising coffee pot and
lid, 2 milk jugs, 6 coffee cans, 6 saucers, 6 mugs (1 a/f), 5 saucers, 6 sugar bowls £50-75

441 A Thorens musical mug - Ode to the Isles 16cm, a Crown Devon ditto John Peel and a Thorens Daisy Bell
20cm £30-40

442 A Lladro figure of a goose 12cm, a ditto Christmas bell 6cm, 2 Collector's Society plaques £30-40

443 A vintage German lava cylindrical black and red vase 38cm £30-40

444 A Lladro figure - Guardian Angel 5352 no.1670 signed, 47cm £50-75

One finger and 2 petals are chipped

445 A Lladro figure of a boy holding 2 baskets 25cm £30-40

446 A Crown Devon musical jug - On Ilkla Moor Baht'at 20cm, a similar Underneath the Spreading Chestnut Tree
15cm and a Crown Devon ditto Daisy Bell 15cm £30-50

447 A Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff Cornwall coffee pot and milk jug with windbell decoration together with a sugar bowl
with secrets decoration, boxed £40-60

448 A Crown Devon musical jug - Auld Lang Syne 20cm, a Thorens musical mug Underneath The Spreading
Chestnut Tree 15cm and ditto On a Bicycle Made for Two £40-60

449 Six Susie Cooper coffee cans and saucers Heraldry Old Gold C2112 £30-40

450 A Crown Devon musical jug Roamin in the Gloamin and 2 others £30-40

451 A Lladro figure of a seated girl with kitten and puppy 17cm, a ditto of a Spanish girl 27cm and a girl holding
balloons 27cm £40-60

All items in this lot are in good condition and are of first quality.

452 A Royal Doulton Touchstone A mark jug 15cm, a ditto Vincent Van Gogh D7151 18cm, Mark Twain D6654
17cm, Parson Brown A mark 16cm and Punch and Judy Man D6590 17cm £30-50
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453 A set of 6 Wedgwood Clarice Cliff Cafe Chic coffee cups and saucers - Windmill, May Avenue, Autumn, Blue
Firs, Summer House and Rectory, all boxed £50-75

454 A set of 6 Wedgwood, Bizarre by Clarice Cliff plates - Applique Windmill, Lugano, Caravan, Avignon, Palermo
and Eden, all 20cm, contained in polystyrene boxes £60-80

455 A Czechoslovakian figure of a semi-clad lady holding a dress 208 24cm, a Continental reclining matt figure of a
naked lady on an oval base 18cm £40-60

The reclining figure has two small patches of staining but both are otherwise in good condition.

456 A set of 16 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff limited edition Bizarre plates - Bridgewater, Farmhouse, Windbells,
Orange House, Garden Blue, Monsoon, Sunday, Summerhouse, Orange Roof Cottage, House and Bridge,
Honolulu, Red Tree, Tulip, Poplar, Fantasque Mountain and Red Roofs, all 20cm, with polystyrene boxes (
photo centre pages ) £150-200

457 A Royal Doulton charger decorated with flowers 34cm and one other decorated chrysanthemums, the reverse
with Art Pottery Exhibition label 1882 30cm £40-60

458 A set of 8 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff limited edition of 4999 Age of Jazz mugs - Charleston, Fascinating Rhythm,
Strike Up The Band, Putting on the Ritz, High Society, On the Town, Cheek to Cheek and Shall We Dance all
12cm, boxed £100-140

The boxes have damp damage

459 A set of 8 Wedgwood, Clarice Cliff limited edition plates - A Zest for Colour, Green Chintz, Gay Day,
Nasturtium, Gardenia Red, Floreat, Canterbury Bells and Sunday, all 20.5cm, with polystyrene boxes £80-120

460 A set of 8 Wedgwood, Royale Stratford Fantasque Clarice Cliff tea cups and saucers - Apples, Trees and
House, Lilac Crocus, Gibraltar, Honolulu, Sunday, Devon and Coral Firs, all boxed some with damp damage
£80-120

The cups and saucers are free of chips and cracks. All boxes are in average to poor condition. All have their
full polystyrene packing.

461 A ceramic Whisky barrel and cover (chipped and cracked) together with a Gin ditto (lacking spout and cracked)
34cm £30-40

462 A Royal Doulton Lynn pattern vintage dinner service comprising 2 large oval meat plates, 1 oval meat plate, 1
small meat plate, 5 large plates 26.5cm, 6 plates 24cm, 1 plate 21.5cm, 8 plates 19cm, 2 sauce tureen plates,
2 sauce tureens with lids and ladles, 2 hors d'oeuvres dishes, serving dish with lid, a cress strainer, dish and
plate, 2 consomme bowls with lids and saucers, 1 consomme bowl and saucer (no lid), cream jug (a/f), sugar
bowl, 15 soup bowls 24cm, 6 soup bowls 26.5cm (1 a/f), 2 gravy boats with plates, hot water jug and lid, oval
meat plate and a serving dish with lid £80-120

463 A Crown Devon musical jug Killarney 20cm and another by Thorens 20cm £30-40

464 A Royal Doulton Bunnykins money bank 8cm, a Wedgwood Mrs Tiggy Winkle babies bowl, ditto dinner plate,
side plate, tea cup and saucer, 2 mugs, an egg cup, dessert bowl and money bank (stuck) £30-40

465 A Wedgwood Kutani Crane dinner service comprising 8 small plates, 8 side plates, 8 dinner plates, 8 soup
bowls, 2 deep bowls, an oval dish, an oval meat plate, sauce boat and stand, 2 tureens and covers £80-120

466 Five Royal Doulton character jugs - Rip Van Winkle D6438 17cm, Mein Hose D6410 17cm, Granny D5521
15cm, The Vicar of Bray with A mark 15cm and The Pied Piper D6403 17cm £30-50

467 Five Royal Doulton character jugs - Arry 14cm, Simple Simon D6374 14cm, Town Crier D6530 17cm, Jarge
14cm and Friar Tuck 15cm £30-50
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468 An extensive Royal Worcester Hyde Park pattern tea, coffee and dinner service comprising 18 tea cups, 19
saucers, 18 coffee cans, 18 saucers, 15 dinner plates, 24 medium plates, 18 small plates, 16 dessert bowls,
17 comports, 15 saucers, 2 tureens and covers, 2 covers, a sauce boat and stand and 7 soup bowls ( photo
centre pages ) £400-600

469 A pair of 19th Century Paris porcelain 2 handled oviform vases with caryatid handles and gilt decoration with
panels of figures and animals, raised on black marble bases (1 cracked) 32cm £80-120

One vase has a crack to the neck and a patch of gilding missing from the shoulder. Both have some minor
scratches to the body and small chips to the black bases. They are otherwise in good condition.

470 A pair of Sevres style pierced centrepieces, the green and gilt ground decorated with spring flowers, raised on
square bases 23cm ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

One of the pieces has had restoration to a section of the pierced rim. This section also has a small chip and
the opposite side has a small hairline crack. There is some minor rubbing to the paintwork where the bowl
meets the stand. The other piece is in good condition though both have some very minor rubbing to the gilt.
Both have an impressed numeral to the bases but are otherwise unmarked.

471 A late 19th Century famille rose baluster vase with Shi Shi handles and panels of figures at pursuits in pavillion
interiors on a ground of flowers and insects 61cm £50-75

The vase has been smashed in half and repaired. The lip is chipped and the body is cracked extensively

472 A pair of early 20th Century Chinese porcelain cylindrical pots and covers decorated with figures and script
11cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-80

One pot has a chip to the lid and one to the lip of the collar under the lid.  The other has star cracks to the base
and a minor chip to the underside lip of the base. Both have some wear to the gilding and decoration.

473 A 20th Century Chinese ceramic garden barrel seat decorated with butterflies 45cm £50-100

474 A 20th Century Chinese green porcelain barrel garden seat decorated with exotic birds amongst flowers 45cm
£50-100

475 A Glasstudio Stanislaw Borowski "Dudley?" a stylised glass seated duck, 24cm tail end possibly missing
£80-120

This lot is missing its tail but is otherwise in good condition
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A pair of wrought iron 5 light candelabrum raised on shaped feet 116cm h x 73cm w the base 60cm d £50-75

552 A 19th Century adjustable brass standard lamp raised on shaped base 124cm h £50-75

553 A Victorian white painted cast iron umbrella stand of tracery form with 3 coat hooks, the reverse with kitemark
158cm h x 49cm w x 28cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

The retaining rail is missing for the umbrella stand and for the drip tray

554 A pair of Dutch style gilt metal 6 light electroliers with etched glass shades 44cm h x 67cm diam. (one is
missing 3 shades) £30-50

555 An impressive pair of wrought metal and glass 8 light electroliers hung lozenges 60cm h x 70cm diam. ( photo
centre pages ) £100-150

Some lozenges missing

556 A fully rigged wooden model of the frigate Berlin 1675 83cm x 71cm x 16cm £60-80

557 An amphora style twin handled garden urn 90cm h x 47cm diam. £60-80

558 A Victorian style painted and pierced cast iron semi-circular plant stand 87cm h x 65cm w x 34cm d £80-120

There is a small section broken and missing from the back left hand side of the top. The lot is otherwise
physically in good condition.

559 A pair of concrete garden figures of seated greyhounds 74cm h ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

560 A wooden model King of Mississippi paddle steamer 35cm h x 60cm w x 14cm d £40-50

561 A pair of Bison horns mounted on an ebonised shield 53cm h x 100cm w £80-120

562 A pair of 19th Century gilt metal chancel gates 69cm h x 123cm w £100-150

563 A carved granite figure of a standing stork 53cm h x 29cm w x 18cm d £50-75

564 A pair of 17th/18th Century polished brass petal base candlesticks 16cm h x 10cm £40-60

One stick has a very small dent to the capital but both are otherwise in good condition.

565 A late 19th Century bronze figure of a standing blacksmith an at anvil, indistinctly signed 39cm h x 10cm
£80-120

Some verdigris marks in places

566 An oval Georgian copper and brass twin handled tea urn, raised on a square base 33cm h x 30cm w x 13cm d,
the interior of the lid marked Warranted London Manufacturer £40-60

Tap is a/f

567 A 20th Century Chinese cloisonne enamelled urn and cover of baluster form decorated birds, raised on a
hardwood stand 28cm h x 16cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £70-100

568 A cylindrical brass Trench Art inkwell with hinged lid 5cm x 7cm (hinge f) together with a Continental brass
shell case marked Polte 1917 and 1 other £30-40

569 Two Eastern circular wooden and metal mounted vases/barrells 20cm h x 14cm diam. and 16cm x 15cm
£40-60

570 A Persian engraved copper clover shaped tray 39cm x 43cm £30-40

571 E Cassier, a Victorian oval plaster relief wall plaque of Christ and The Holy Family 39cm x 21cm £30-50

572 A pair of 19th Century beech folding shoe trees and 12 other wooden shoe trees £40-60

573 A 19th Century copper 4 gallon harvest measure 35cm h x 35cm diam. (dented), together with a copper funnel
25cm x 27cm £30-40
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574 A pair of Victorian marble and gilt metal twin handled urns, raised on square stepped bases 28cm h x 13cm w
x 10cm d ( photo centre pages ) £70-100

One urn is slightly loose

575 A Chinese black and blue enamelled cloisonne jar and cover with hardwood stand 22cm x 20cm £60-80

576 A bottle of 1998 Guldentaler Schlosskapelle, a bottle of 1988 house Beaujolais and a bottle of Rotkappchen
Grand Mousseux £30-40

577 A pair of Victorian plaster relief plaques of birds contained in oak cushion shaped frames, one with impressed
signature and date - E Gomm 1863 36cm x 32cm £50-75

578 A pair of bronze figures of swans 33cm x 40cm x 23cm and 30cm x 20cm x 35cm £50-80

579 A Japanese black lacquered cabinet fitted 2 drawers above 3 drawers flanked by a cupboard above 1 drawer
30cm h x 25cm w x 12cm d, a 1930's turned oak biscuit barrel with silver plated mounts 15cm h x 13cm and a
mahogany writing slope 13cm h x 36cm w x 21cm d £40-60

Some chips to the lacquering on the 1st cabinet, the writing slope has an inlaid panel missing to the top and is
warped

580 A plastic Mahjong set complete with instructions, missing dice £30-50

581 A French Naval cutlass with brass grip, the back of the 50cm blade indistinctly marked, together with 1 other
£120-150

583 An 18th Century Italian flintlock blunderbuss with walnut folding stock, the 55cm steel barrel with
maker/armourers seal mark surrounded by 9 fleur de lis, the steel lock marked G Myri, the walnut folding stock
with gilt furniture, the trigger guard with portrait bust, complete with wooden ramrod 88cm overall £1000-1500

584 An 18th Century Moghul flintlock carbine rifle with 65cm octagonal Koftgari gold inlaid Damascus steel barrel,
the steel lock with East India Company engraved mark, the carved walnut stock inlaid mother of pearl,
complete with steel ramrod, 101cm overall £400-600

Additional images added.

585 An Eastern polished bronze stirrup 13cm x 9cm £40-60

586 A 19th Century coppered door knocker in the form of a ladies hand clasping a ball 13cm x 4cm x 5cm £60-80

587 A bronzed figure of a reclining hound 5cm x 15cm x 7cm together with a pair of Negretti & Zambra folding 8X
field glasses marked 16678 J.D.Moeller Wedel contained in a leather case £40-60

Some stitching to the case is coming loose

588 A 19th Century gilt metal single pillar student's field microscope 26cm h x 8cm, contained in a mahogany case
£70-90

The microscope features no makers name or signature. The box measures 21cm x 14cm x 6cm.

589 A Lucas Pathfinder bicycle lamp together with a ditto Silver King £40-60

590 A Jaguar car mascot mounted on a wooden stand 20cm x 3cm, base marked 710091/1 Web £50-75

591 Two Schrader balloon tyre gauges, an International patent. Police whistle and 4 metal Michelin keyrings
£30-50

592 A Michelin figure of Bibendum sitting on 2 tyres 22cm x 17cm (possibly missing spanner to raised hand)
£60-80

593 A Mauchline Ware bookmark decorated Saddleback Derwent water, a circular pin tray decorated cliffs
Felixstowe, a cylindrical jar and cover decorated Dover Crescent, ditto vase Ely from the River, rectangular pin
cushion St John's Church Lowestoft, bookmark St Ives Cornwall, comb case The Grand Margate, 3 napkin
rings - Blackfriars Chapel St Andrews, College Church St Andrews and West Port St Andrews £40-60
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594 A treen string box 5cm h x 9cm diam., diamond shaped Mauchline Ware box decorated Southsea from the
pier, rectangular domed ditto Clacton on Sea Essex, rectangular ditto Tomb of the Black Prince Canterbury
Cathedral, jar and cover Snowdon Llanberis Lake and Castle, jar and cover containing a glass Carlisle Parade
and Robsons Terrace Hastings, box decorated East Grinstead (no lid) and a ditto book and cover decorated
Abbotsford £40-60

595 A copper penny in the slot lavatory door lock 13cm h x 10cm w x 4cm d together with a collection of various
pennies £40-60

596 An Art Nouveau embossed coppered trinket box the lid decorated theatrical masks 5cm x 25cm w x 10cm d
£30-40

597 Dansk Design, two pairs of brass candlesticks of waisted form the base marked Dansk Design Denmark IH2
8cm x 2cm, boxed £40-60

598 A Mamod T.E.1A traction engine (play worn condition) in original box £40-60

599 A Triang Dublo electric train set RS.23 comprising locomotive, tender and 3 carriages (no rails) boxed (box
damaged), 2 Triang Hornby B228 pulman carriages Ruth and Mary boxed £40-60

600 A 19th Century gilt metal lozenge shaped casket with hinged lid, the top decorated a seated hound, the panels
decorated hunting scenes, raised on bun feet 11cm x 18cm x 12cm £40-60

This box has some minor tarnishing to the rim of the lid and the rim of the base. It is otherwise in good
condition though it does not have a key.

601 An Art Deco style bronze and resin figure of a lady standing by a pedestal, raised on a rectangular white
marble base 25cm h x 9cm w x 3cm d £40-60

602 The second part of The Reports of Sir George Croke, Knight, Late, One of The Justices of The Court of Kings-
Bench and formally one of the Justices of The Court of Common-Pleas of Such Select Cases printed by T
Newcombe and W Goldbird 1659, leather bound £30-50

Binding in poor condition

603 Tennessee Williams "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" first edition published by Secker & Warburg 1956, complete with
dust jacket (slight tear to top left hand side) £30-50

This book is generally in good condition having no inscriptions or markings, missing pages, tears or damage.
Neither book nor dust cover have any tape though the cover has some small tears and some light staining to
the reverse.

604 Richard Jeffries volumes one and two "Hodge and His Masters" published by Smith, Elder & Co 1890, half
leather bound, Richard Jeffries "Round About A Great Estate" published by Smith Elder 1880 half leather
bound, Edward Newman "An Illustrated Natural History of British Butterflies and Moths" published by David
Borug, E Edward Hulme volumes one to two, four and five "Familiar Wild Flowers" published by Cassell & Co.
Ltd., together with other books £30-50

605 Volumes One to Five "Paintings and Statues From the Collection of President Sukarno of The Republic of
Indonesia" £30-50

606 A Stanley Gibbons George VI Coronation album of used commonwealth stamps, The Wanderer album of
world stamps including GB Victorian and later, penny red, penny black, tuppenny blue, a Tonga envelope
franked Tin Can Mail, a blue album of mint George VI commonwealth stamps - Aiden, Ascension, Australia,
British Bechuanaland, Burma, Cyprus, Kenya, Uganda, Montserrat, £80-120

607 80 packs of Elizabeth II GB presentation stamps £40-60

608 Three albums of GB first day covers and various loose first day covers £40-60

609 United Tobacco Companies South Africa cigarette cards "Our South African Flora" and "Our South African
Birds", United Tobacco (COS South) "Famous Works of Art" and 1 other "South African Defence" £30-40
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610 Two First World War embroidered postcards and other postcards £25-35

611 A rare Holtzapffel & Co wooden jigsaw puzzle "Flatford Mill", 1 piece missing together with a 136 piece
wooden jigsaw puzzle "The Remnants of an Army" and 1 other wooden jigsaw puzzle of a girl with Swans,
contained in an Elizabeth II 1953 Coronation tin (missing 2 pieces) £70-90

612 A rare Holtzapffel & Co wooden jigsaw puzzle 10 1/4 x 15  "Flatford Mill" (1 piece missing) £50-75

613 Three First World War embroidered postcards together with a collection of other postcards £30-50

614 Fourteen various Chinese fabric puppet figures 39cm h together with 11 others (f) £30-50

615 Thirty nine Britains figures including cowboys £40-60

Some with damage

616 A Britains figure of a standing camel (f) 8cm, ditto bear 2cm, 4 other animal figures, 12 mounted figures of
cowboys and Indians £30-50

617 A Hornby Dublo British Railways tank locomotive 31017 EDL17, ditto horsebox 32060 D1, coal wagon high
sided 32030 D2, fish van D1, oil tank 32070 D1, open wagon 32075 D1, all boxed together with a Hornby
Controller, transformer and various track all boxed £70-100

618 A 1950's quarter bottle of J & F Martell, Three Star Very Old Pale Cognac 70 proof, with spring cap to the top (
photo centre pages ) £60-90

The level of the cognac is good being just to the bottom of the neck

619 A turned wooden Police truncheon marked City of York VR 1871 and with transfer coat of arms 43cm l
(possibly repainted) £60-80

620 A Billing Boats no.492 model of HMS Bounty together with fittings, contained in 2 boxes £40-60

621 Five albums of 1994 World Cup presentation stamps £30-50

622 A plywood chest of 2 drawers containing pieces of yellow and blue Meccano, Meccano clockwork motor etc
£30-50

623 W & T Avery Ltd, a set of brass scales raised on a mahogany base with drawer, together with 3 brass bells
weights - 2 x 2oz and 1oz 48cm h x 36cm w x 20cm d £40-60

624 A cylindrical Japanese carved hardwood jar and cover 10cm x 17cm £30-40

626 A Continental oval coopered grape/apple pickers panier 77cm h x 43cm w x 29cm d £60-80

627 A circular metal and glass electric light shade hung lozenges 14cm x 17cm diam. and 1 other bag shaped light
shade 18cm x 15cm £40-60

628 A coopered butter churn 69cm h x 24cm £50-75

There are signs of old but treated worm to the top

629 An unmarked 19th Century porcelain headed doll with open mouth and teeth, having leather body 45cm
overall, together with a plastic headed doll with fabric body and plastic limbs 59cm £30-50

630 A Dinky Supertoy No.501 Foden in light grey, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

631 A Dinky Supertoy 561 Blaw Knox bulldozer, ditto 256 Police Patrol Car, 264 R.C.M.P Patrol car, 291 London
Bus "Exide", 737 Hawker Hunter Fighter, together with a Model Yesteryear Y15 Rolls Royce Silver Ghost and
a Matchbox Superfast 29 Racing mini, all models are boxed £50-75

The bulldozer has its original box but all the other boxes are reproductions.

632 A Military issue leather jerkin by Messler Brothers, size no.1 £30-50

There is staining to the jerkin and there are numerous holes within the lining.

633 A blonde mink coat (some molt) together with a mink stole and 3 mink collars £30-50

634 Elizabeth Arden, a letter from 25 Old Bond Street, dated 30th November 1928 together with a catalogue "The
Quest for Beauty" contained in original franked envelope £30-50
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635 A Georgian copper twin handled tea urn complete with lead slug and glass isolating handles 33cm h x 32cm
diam. £40-60

Some dents throughout, the finial to the top is dented and repaired and the inner lid liner has become
unsoldered. There is a small hole in the back of the lid and the stem is slightly bent.

636 An Art Nouveau oak and embossed copper firescreen, the central panel decorated a galleon in full sail,
contained in a carved oak surround 86cm h x 73cm w x 32cm d £50-75

There are large chips to the top left and right hand corner of the frame
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 W J J C Bond (1833-1926), oil on board, monogrammed, figures before a country cottage, with Cider House
Galleries label on verso 32cm x 44cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

802 Thomas Cantrell Dugdale (1880-1952), "Stuart", pencil sketch of a baby, inscribed T C Dugdale November 3rd
1950, with Royal Society of Portrait Painters label to verso 25cm x 30cm £50-75

803 Louis Van Straaten (1836-1909), watercolour signed, Dutch canal scene with windmill and distant town 20cm x
29cm £40-60

804 George Baxter, a set of twenty studies (framed as one) of figures at pursuits, Crystal Palace, Osborne House,
etc, each 2.5cm x 4.5cm £50-75

805 Thomas Cantrell Dugdale (1880-1952), oil on canvas signed, study of a lady 60cm x 15cm ( photo centre
pages ) £150-200

806 A rectangular moulded mahogany picture frame containing a Medici print 85cm x 75cm £50-75

807 Terence Tenison Cuneo (1907-1996), coloured print "Jaguar Pit Stop Le Mans 1953" signed in pencil no.174
of 850, 48cm x 60cm £50-100

808 George MacKenzie 1892, watercolour signed and dated, study of a girl in a winter landscape 59cm x 34cm
£80-120

809 E Darley 1908, oils on canvas a pair, rural landscape with haystacks and study of figures on a lane 24cm x
55cm £50-75

810 Four photographs, framed as two pairs, early 20th Century Japanese studies of figures at pursuits in buildings,
each 20cm x 25cm £50-75

811 H Williamson, three watercolours framed as one, signed, studies of The Palace of Westminster, The Tower of
London and Tower Bridge, 9cm x 14cm each £50-75

812 Trompe L'oeil, oil on canvas unsigned, study of flowers in a wall plinth 83cm x 54cm £50-75

813 A pair of Japanese Meiji period lacquered panels with bone decoration depicting birds amongst flowers with a
seal mark 45cm x 29cm £40-60

The highest bone branch is loose on the panel with the flying bird. The other panel has a missing bud on the
far left and the bird is missing an eye. Both  have cracking to the back panels throughout.

814 A pair of Japanese Meiji period lacquered panels with bone decoration depicting Geisha girls with seal mark
39cm x 27cm £40-60

The panel with the left facing figure is missing the  figure's back pack and one leg. The other panel is missing
the figure's collar and the handle on the pot on the right.

815 A pair of Chinese silk work embroideries, framed as one, with flowers, fruits and butterflies 48cm x 18cm and a
ditto of peonie 37cm x 24cm £50-75

816 John Frederick Herring II (1815-1907), an aquatint "Coronation, The Winner of the Derby Stakes at Epsom
1841" 35cm x 43cm together with another study of "Mundig Derby Stakes at Epsom 1835" 43cm x 42cm
£50-75

Both are faded, the 1st print is torn
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 A pigeon racing clock with silvered dial and Arabic numerals marked Days Watchman Telltale Thames
Mnfg.Co.Ltd., the leather outer case marked 655999 6cm x 12cm, without key £30-50

852 An 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock the 33cm arched painted dial with phases of the moon, Roman
numerals, minute dial, calendar aperture marked Bristol, contained in a mahogany case, complete with
pendulum and weights 223cm h £120-160

Finial missing to the top, hand missing to the minute indicator, there are no back feet to the base

853 Waterbury Clock Co., a striking bracket clock with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals, contained in an arch
shaped inlaid mahogany case with silver presentation plaque "Presented to Police Constable Thomas Smith
by the Officers, Sergeants and Constables of the Church Division .... 1916", complete with pendulum and key 
33cm x 23cm x 24cm £40-60

The hinge to the bezel is F

854 Shakeshaft of Preston, an 18th Century square painted 8 day clock dial with phases of the moon, floral
spandrels, calendar dial 36cm x 36cm (no hands or movement) £40-60

855 S Hill, Sheffield, an 18th Century 8 day longcase clock movement, the 50cm x 36cm painted dial with phases
of the moon, Roman numerals and subsidiary second hand (movement only, no key, weights or pendulum)
£70-90

856 H T Wood of Lewes, an 18th Century square longcase clock dial with gilt spandrels, subsidiary dial with
second hand and calendar dial 30cm x 30cm (no hands, dial only) £50-75

857 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with enamelled dial and Arabic numerals contained in a gilt
metal case, the dial marked P.Orr & Sons, complete with key 11cm x 8cm x 7cm £40-60

The clock is currently running

858 A 1930's Art Deco Enfield 8 day striking on gong, triangular shaped longcase clock, the 15cm square dial with
Roman numerals, contained in an oak case 145cm h x 32cm w x 23cm d £40-60

The bezel to the dial is missing, pendulum and key are also missing

859 Coventry Astral, an 8 day striking bracket clock with arched silvered dial, contained in a mahogany arched
case, the back plate marked O Coventry Astral 3677 Made in England 21cm h x 15cm w x 12cm d £40-60

Clock is currently running but has no key

861 A 19th Century Continental striking mantel clock, the 14cm circular dial with Roman numerals contained in an
oak case 36cm h x 28cm w x 14cm d £30-50

862 An Art Deco 8 day chiming mantel clock with pierced silvered dial and Arabic numerals contained in a figured
walnut case, complete with key and pendulum  21cm h x 39cm w x 17cm d £30-50

The clock is currently running

863 John Walker of London, a fusee wall clock with 30cm dial, the 12cm brass back plate marked 14043 Made by
F W Elliott Ltd. England 1943 (no key, pendulum or case) £80-120

864 Henry Baker of Malling, a 17th/18th Century 30 hour single handled longcase clock bird cage movement,
striking on bell with 26cm dial (no case, weights or pendulum) £80-120

Additional images added.

865 Marshall of Greenside, an 18th Century 8 day longcase clock 4 pillar movement, the 33cm arched dial painted
shooting scenes with subsidiary dial and calendar dial (no case, the hour and second hand, bell, pendulum
and weights missing) £60-80
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866 William Bellman of Broughton, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock movement, the 33cm arched dial
painted a figure of a lady standing by a lidded urn and having floral spandrels, Roman numerals, calendar
aperture (chip to dial) together with the associated movement striking on bell, pendulum and key (no weights)
£70-90

867 Thomas Wills of St Austell, an 18th Century 8 day striking on bell longcase clock movement, the 36cm silvered
arched dial with Roman numerals, minute indicator, calendar aperture, marked Thomas Wills of St Austell, (no
pendulum, weights or key) £90-120

868 A 19th Century 8 day longcase clock movement, the 34cm arched dial decorated a figure of a lady by a barrel,
marked Maude Daventry 1860, the spandrels painted figures depicting the Arts, calendar dials, subsidiary
second hand (minute and second hands are missing, no pendulum, key or weights) £70-90

869 A fusee wall clock, the 25cm dial with Roman numerals marked Harrods London SW, having a 10cm back
plate, complete with pendulum and key (brass bezel missing, the hands are missing) £80-120

Some restoration to the dial in places

870 A longcase clock movement with 12cm brass back plate, various cogs etc £40-60

871 A miniature gilt cased carriage clock movement with 4cm x 5cm dial together with a precision instrument, etc
£30-50

872 A Victorian mahogany drop dial wall clock case with brass bezel 63cm h x 65cm x 36cm £40-60

The Bezel is not fixed to the clock. The brass bezel has an external diameter of 32cm and an internal diameter
of 29.5cm.

873 A 30 hour longcase clock movement with 12cm back plate, key chain and hands, a brass circular clock bezel
(no glass) 26cm, 2 circular turned wooden plate frames 26cm £40-60

874 A French 8 day comtoise clock, the 23cm enamelled dial marked J.L Zahringer Freres A Mussidan et Monpont
and with Roman numerals, contained in an embossed case complete with embossed brass pendulum,
weights, key and bracket ( photo centre pages ) £80-100

875 An Empire striking portico clock with silk suspension movement striking on a bell, the enamelled dial with
Roman numerals supported by 2 columns, having gilt metal mounts and raised on bun feet 51cm h x 29cm w x
9cm d, complete with pendulum and key ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1200

There is an old repair to the base of the left hand column

876 A Victorian paper and wooden automaton of a sailing ship contained under a large dome 50cm h x 40cm x
20cm d £50-75

There is no movement within the automaton and there is a 5 x 10cm section of glass missing to the back of the
dome
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A mushroom and green ground Nepalese hand knotted carpet with green Grecian key decoration to the edge
380cm x 359cm, with Cross of Lorraine signature to the corner, labelled 100% pure wool pile, fine quality
Tibetan wool, carded and spun by hand, hand knotted in Nepal, natural dyes £100-150

Slight stains in places

882 An Aubusson style cream ground and floral patterned machine made rug 239cm x 170cm £60-80

883 A green, brown and orange ground Chobi rug with 3 diamonds to the centre within a multi row border 153cm x
100cm £70-90

884 A black, brown and white ground Maimana Kilim rug 197cm x 95cm £70-90

885 A brown and blue ground belouche rug with diamond shaped medallion to the centre 150cm x 85cm £70-90

886 A black, yellow and blue ground Chobi Kilim runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 190cm x 64cm £60-80

887 An orange, red and tanned ground Suzni runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 263cm x 75cm £60-80

888 A black, green and white ground Maimana Kilim runner with overall diamond design 208cm x 66cm £40-50

889 A black and white ground Mori Jaldar rug with 14 stylised medallions to the centre within a multi row border
120cm x 74cm £60-80

890 A yellow, green and white ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over geometric designs 152cm x 109cm £70-90

891 A brown and red ground Belouche rug, the centre decorated 3 buildings within a 3 row border 140cm x 84cm
£70-90

892 A black, blue and brown ground Maimana Kilim runner with overall diamond design 302cm x 82cm £70-90

893 An Abbey cream ground and floral patterned Aubusson style hearth rug 160cm x 84cm £40-60

894 A black, white and tan ground Chobi rug 194cm x 120cm £120-140

895 A blue and green ground North West Persian silk rug with central medallion and all over design 139cm x
114cm £100-150

896 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with 8 octagons to the centre 186cm x 128cm £60-80

897 A tan ground Bokhara rug with 15 octagons to the centre 150cm x 127cm £40-60

Some light flecking in places, fringe has been cut

898 A red and blue ground Afghan rug with diamond shaped medallion to the centre 230cm x 150cm £60-80

Some signs of moth and flecking

899 A red, green and white ground tribal rug with overall geometric design 147cm x 87cm £30-50

900 A fine Turkish green and red ground silk floral patterned rug with central medallion and border 170cm x 110cm
( photo centre pages ) £150-200

901 A green, turquoise and black ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric design 247cm x 93cm
£100-140

902 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 21 octagons to the centre 274cm x 64cm £80-100

903 A tan, green and yellow ground Chobi runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 187cm x 67cm £70-90

904 A Kashmiri stitched panel decorated an urn of flowers surrounded by flowers 158cm x 106cm £70-90

905 A yellow, turquoise and brown ground Chobi Kilim rug 121cm x 82cm £60-70

906 A red ground Meshwani runner with 14 diamonds to the centre 247cm x 63cm £70-90

The rug does not sit flat to the floor

907 A peach ground Chinese carpet with dragon decoration and Grecian key border 277cm x 185cm £50-75

Slight stains
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908 A 1930's peach and floral patterned machine made carpet 334cm x 242cm £40-60

Small section of fringe to the edge is missing
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

921 A Georgian inlaid mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass drop handles, raised on
square supports 84cm h x 108cm w x 50cm d £80-120

This chest has some heavy scratches to the top. There is some minor damage to the beading around the
drawers. The locks and handles have all been replaced. Some small sections of veneer are rising or have
been replaced. There is a crack running the length of one side. The back is original

922 An Edwardian square inlaid mahogany writing table/secretaire with fall front, raised on square tapered
supports, spade feet 77cm h x 55cm w x 55cm d £60-90

Sun bleached, slight mark to the top left hand corner

923 An Edwardian mahogany 4 drawer sheet music chest with brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square
tapered supports, the back marked Felton's, 314 Station Road, Harrow 76cm h x 50cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Water marks and scratches to the top, small section of timber missing to the top left hand edge

924 A 1930's, 17th Century style square beech framed stool with Berlin woolwork seat decorated a tree and
mythical beasts, raised on cup and cover supports 41cm h x 51cm w x 47cm d £30-50

925 A Gillows style mahogany dressing table with three quarter gallery, fitted 1 long and 4 short drawers, raised on
turned and reeded supports, brass caps and casters 79cm h x 121cm w x 52cm d £100-150

Light contact marks and scratches to the top

926 A set of 7 Regency bar back dining chairs with carved mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised on turned
supports comprising 1 carver 85cm h x 54cm w x 44cm (seat 36cm x 32cm) and 6 standard chairs 85cm h x
47cm w x 41cm d (seat 34cm x 30cm), £120-150

The carver has 2 old repairs to the back and the  frame is loose, 1 chair has a section of timber missing to the
front leg, 1 bar back chair has damage to the bar back all have contact marks to the backs and legs

927 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany tea table on square supports 73cm h x 90cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Contact and water marks

928 An inlaid mahogany and cedar humidor 17cm x 30cm x 23cm £40-60

Scratches and contact marks to the top, interior section is missing

929 A 1950's Queen Anne style bureau with quarter veneered fall front above 3 drawers with brass swan neck drop
handles, raised on bracket feet 141cm h x 92cm w x 47cm d £50-75

930 A Georgian oak hanging corner cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled door, the
base fitted 1 long and 2 dummy drawers 107cm h x 85cm w x 54cm d £40-60

931 A 19th Century shaped plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 170cm h x 92cm w ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

The moulding in the bottom right corner need glueing. Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration,
some chips to the gilding in places.

932 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany box seat piano stool, raised on outswept supports 65cm x 60cm x 34cm
£40-60

This lot has some scuffs and scratches to the legs and some sun bleaching throughout but is otherwise
generally in good condition.

933 A Victorian mahogany pedestal dressing table  fitted 1 long and 8 short drawers with tore handles, the pedestal
enclosed by a panelled door 76cm h x 121cm w x 62cm d £70-80

The top is warped, scratched and sun bleached, gouge to the left hand edge, the 2nd short drawer to the right
hand pedestal is missing its drawer stop, there are 6 filled holes to the top
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934 A William IV mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in red material, raised on turned supports 95cm x
60cm x 54cm (seat 34cm x 32cm) £80-120

Webbing to base is missing, slight tear to material

935 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany lozenge shaped wine table, the top inlaid a shell, raised on a turned column
and tripod base 69cm h x 69cm w x 43cm d £40-60

Contact marks, base has an old repair to 1 of the legs

936 A Victorian inlaid mahogany chiffonier sideboard with raised mirrored back flanked by a pair of cupboards
enclosed by glazed panelled doors, the base fitted a drawer above recess, flanked by a pair of cupboards with
potboard beneath 215cm h x 136cm w x 38cm d £60-90

Two of the finials to the back are missing 1 is a/f, 2 shelves are missing to the centre section, finials to the top
are damaged, 1 finial to the left hand side is damaged, 2 shelves missing, water stains, there is a crack to the
bottom of the undertier

937 An Edwardian Chippendale style mahogany dressing table, the back with arched bevelled plate mirror above
shelf and recess, the base fitted 2 short and 1 long drawers with undertier 142cm h x 91cm w x 54cm d £50-75

Light contact marks in places

938 An 18th Century oak coffer of panelled construction with hinged lid and iron butterfly hinges 49cm h x 113cm w
x 41cm d £80-120

There is a split and ring marks to the top, the iron lock is missing

939 A late Victorian carved mahogany show frame chaise longue upholstered in pink material, raised on turned
supports 77cm h x 167cm l x 61cm w £60-80

Staining and fading to the material in places

940 An Edwardian style inlaid mahogany chest of 4 long drawers with canted reeded corners, raised on bracket
feet 76cm h x 61cm w x 35cm d £40-60

Has a replacement plywood back and is heavily scuffed and marked to the top and front

941 An 18th/19th Century Continental elm chest of serpentine outline fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on
square supports 85cm h x 120cm x 48cm ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Contact marks to the top, there are signs of old but treated worm

942 A Regency rectangular plate over mantel mirror contained in a gilt frame with columns to the sides, 76cm h x
148cm w £100-150

Chips to the gilt plast work in places, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

943 A set of 4 Victorian walnut balloon back chairs with carved splats and overstuffed seats raised on French
cabriole supports 87cm h x 45cm w x 40cm d (seat 21cm x 28cm) £60-80

944 A Georgian mahogany and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid, fitted a glass inkwell, complete with
original steel cut key, 19cm h x 45cm w x 27cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Minor pitting and contact marks to the top

945 A Victorian light oak Dickens style desk having a raised superstructure to the back with 3/4 gallery, fitted 3
drawers flanked by a pair of apertures, the base fitted 1 long and 6 short drawers 97cm h x 122cm w x 71cm d
£80-120

Sun bleaching and ink marks to the top, contact marks throughout, replacement handles, the escutcheon to
the centre drawer is missing, the draw stop to the top right hand drawer is also missing, the top lock to 1 of the
pedestals is missing

946 A 17th Century style beech stool the seat with Berlin wool work panel decorated a tree and mythical beasts,
raised on cup and cover supports 45cm h x 52cm w x 47cm d £30-50
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947 An 18th/19th Century carved oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 98cm h x 110cm
w x 51cm d £80-120

Drawer stops to the 2 short drawers and the 2nd long drawer are missing

948 A late Victorian rectangular walnut card table raised on turned supports with pierced stretcher 75cm h x 91cm
w x 45cm d £50-75

Scratches and contact marks to the top, section of fretting to the side stretcher is missing

949 A pair of Victorian ecclesiastical carved mahogany organ stools raised on outswept supports with H framed
stretcher 68cm h x 72cm w x 38cm d £60-80

There are signs of old but treated worm to both stools, carving damaged in places

950 A 19th/20th Century mahogany easel 175cm h x 71cm w x 81cm £50-75

Some contact marks in places

951 Mid Century, an Ercol style elm bow front plate rack 47cm h x 106cm w x 12cm d £40-60

Light contact marks

952 A Victorian mahogany Duchess dressing table with rectangular plate mirror to the centre above 1 long and 4
short drawers, the base fitted a drawer, raised on turned cup and cover supports 168 cm h x 120cm w x 56cm
d £70-100

There is pitting and ring marks to the top, handle to the centre drawer has been replaced

953 A mahogany Globe Wernicke style 2 tier bookcase enclosed by astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on a
platform base 78cm x 86cm w x 31cm d £50-75

Sun bleached and bruise to the top

954 A Queen Anne style mahogany inverted breakfront pedestal desk with inset leather writing surface, fitted 1
long and 6 short drawers, raised on cabriole ball and claw supports 74cm h x 138cm w x 75cm d £60-80

The writing surface requires attention, scuff marks and scratches throughout

955 A Victorian inlaid rosewood and mother of pearl jewellery box with hinged lid, the base fitted a secret drawer
16cm h x 30cm w x 20cm d £30-50

Some of the mother of pearl stringing is missing, the top is warped, the mirror is missing from the interior and a
small section of veneer is missing to the right hand edge

956 A bleached mahogany Chippendale style 3 tier hanging wall shelf with fret work panels to the side, the base
fitted 2 drawers with blind fretwork decoration 90cm h x 52cm w x 20cm d £40-60

Split to the right hand fretwork on the base

957 A Victorian mahogany sideboard fitted 3 secret drawers above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door, flanked
by 4 short drawers, raised on bun feet 84cm h x 199cm w x 57cm d £70-90

There is a split to the top and to the central door which also has a handle missing, paint splashes in places

958 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany rectangular cellarette with hinged lid and fitted interior of 12 recesses, having
brass drop handles, raised on a later square tapered supports 61cm h x 47cm w x 42cm d ( photo centre
pages ) £100-150

Top is warped, split and scratched

959 A Regency style scroll shaped window seat 74cm h x 120cm w x 46cm d (seat 65cm x 45cm) £60-80

Signs of cat clawing in places
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960 A Georgian oak chest on chest with moulded and dentil cornice, the upper section  fitted 2 short and 3 long
drawers flanked by columns to the sides, the base with 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet, the right hand
short drawer is marked David George cabinet maker made this anno domini 1811 May 8th, raised on bracket
feet 187cm h x 111cm w x 52cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The brass escutcheons are missing, handles have been replaced, iron lock is missing to the 1st long drawer of
the base, contact marks throughout

961 A pair of Empire style, carved beech, open arm salon chairs, raised on turned and reeded supports 97cm h x
56cm w x 47cm d (seat 32cm x 30cm) £60-80

Frames are loose, contact marks in places

962 Charles Barr, a Georgian style inlaid and crossbanded rectangular mahogany coffee table, raised on standard
end supports with turned H framed stretcher, the base fitted 2 drawers 45cm h x 101cm w x 54cm d £30-50

Contact marks and scratches in places

963 A 19th Century rectangular "Moorish" writing box with hinged lid, the base fitted a drawer 13cm h x 43cm w x
28cm d £40-50

Severe ivory and inlay loss to the top, the drawer to the base is currently jammed

964 A large and impressive French 19th Century carved lime wood 3 fold draft screen with machine embroidered
panels to the centre, 219cm h x 165cm when open x 73cm when closed ( photo centre pages ) £140-180

There is a burn mark to the central panel and signs of fraying, stained in places

965 A 19th Century mahogany military style chest of 3 drawers with countersunk handles, raised on bracket feet
93cm h x 96cm w x 60cm d £60-80

Some scratches and split to the top, contact marks to the sides, section of veneer to the bottom right hand of
the base

966 An Edwardian Art Nouveau mahogany double chair back settee raised on cabriole supports 88cm h x 107cm w
x 45cm d (seat 77cm x 30cm) £50-75

Some staining to the upholstery

967 A 19th Century camphor and metal bound trunk with hinged lid and iron drop handles 43cm h x 89cm w x
48cm d £70-90

Top is split and scratched

968 A Spanish style beech refectory dining table, raised on shaped supports with iron stretcher 74cm h x 179cm w
x 79cm d £70-90

Contact marks and scratching to the top

969 A 19th Century mahogany and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid, fitted a secret drawer 17cm h x
50cm w x 28cm d £50-75

Top is slightly warped and scratched, tongues to the lock have been cut

970 A Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 4 long drawers, raised on bun feet 137cm h x 121cm w x 56cm d
£70-100

Some scratches and contact marks throughout, brass escutcheon missing to the top right hand drawer,
damage to the escutcheon on the top left hand drawer, 1 handle missing

971 A 17th/18th Century style oak dresser base fitted 2 drawers with brass swan neck drop handles above
cupboards enclosed by panelled doors with iron butterfly hinges 80cm h x 116cm w x 44cm d £80-120

There is a split to the top which is also warped

972 A Georgian mahogany bureau with fall front and well fitted interior above 3 long drawers, raised on bracket feet
93cm h x 52cm w x 44cm d £80-120

Possibly reduced in size
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973 Drexel, a 20th Century mahogany military style chest of 6 short drawers with brass countersunk handles 75cm
h x 123cm w x 46cm d £50-75

There are some scratches and minor blistering to the top and the metal fitting between the top 2 drawers is
bent and missing one of the pins. There are some minor scuffs and paint splashes to the front.

974 Harry Tonkin, a rectangular carved oak bench raised on standard end supports 33cm h x 91cm w 29cm d, the
top carved a tudor rose and supports carved with a Canterbury cross, base marked designed and carved by
Harry Tonkin Corran, Cornwall and signed to the side Corran July 1955 £50-80

Signs of old but treated worm to the sides, slight water damage to the top

975 A Victorian rosewood and brass banded trinket box with hinged lid 15cm x 34cm x 35cm £40-60

Cracked and with water damage to the top

976 A 19th Century mahogany shop display cabinet enclosed by a glazed panelled door 76cm h x 51cm w x 50cm
d (no shelves) £150-200

977 A Victorian mahogany 4 fold screen 216cm h x 81cm when closed x 324cm when open £50-75

Fabric panels to the centre are missing

978 A Victorian oak desk with green inset writing surface, heavily carved with lion masks 70cm h x 140cm w x
70cm d £100-150

The writing surface is scuffed and cracked, the drawer stops to 4 of the drawers are missing

979 A section of 17th/18th Century carved oak panelling used as a headboard 176cm h x 124cm w 10cm £80-120

Holed in places, formed from old timber, a section is missing to the capital of 1 of the arches

980 A Mid-Century S shaped plywood base and oval smoked plate glass topped coffee table 40cm h x 118cm x
150cm £70-100

981 A Victorian mahogany bow front chest with raised back, fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, on a platform base
131cm h x 126cm w x 65cm d £80-120

Scratches and contact marks in places, section of veneer missing above the 1st long drawer and to the base in
places

982 An Eastern pierced gilt painted hardwood screen decorated deities, 137cm h x 45cm w when closed x 135cm
when open £50-75

One top section is F, panels to the centre are missing

983 A 1930's, 17th Century style, square stool with Berlin woolwork seat decorated a rose, raised on cup and cover
supports 45cm h x 56cm w x 56cm d £40-60

Some staining to the upholstery

984 A William IV carved mahogany show frame sofa upholstered in yellow striped material raised on shaped
supports 95cm h x 187cm w x 61cm d (seat 126cm x 39cm) ( photo centre pages ) £260-280

Frame is loose, some staining to the upholstery

985 A 20th Century Chinese hardwood display cabinet with mirrored back fitted and adjustable shelves enclosed
by glazed panelled doors, base enclosed by panelled doors 198cm h x 76cm w x 36cm £50-75

One glass shelf has been broken and stuck

986 A large and impressive Empire style window seat/stool with overstuffed seat raised on cabriole supports 40cm
h x 190cm w x 74cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Some staining to the upholstery and a slight tear to the top

987 A Victorian carved oak showframe chaise longue with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered in buttoned green
material 73cm h x 163cm w x 63cm d (seat 120cm x 50cm) £80-120
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988 A 20th Century harlequin set of 6 elm ladder back dining chairs with woven rush seats, raised on turned
supports (2 carvers, 106cm h x 57cm w x 50cm d seats 31cm x 30cm and 4 standard 99cm h x 48cm w x
40cm d seats 29cm x 30cm) £50-75

All have contact marks and frames are loose, 2 of the standard chairs have damage to the rush seats

989 A Victorian inlaid walnut display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by arched glazed panelled doors, raised on a
shaped base 102cm h x 79cm w x 26cm d £40-60

Top is split, contact marks in places

990 A Regency style mahogany window seat with lyre decoration and upholstered seat, raised on scroll supports
86cm h x 121cm w x 45cm  (seat 80cm x 27cm) ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some sun bleaching

991 An Edwardian mahogany towel rail the base with undertier, raised on shaped supports 93cm x 76cm x 18cm
£40-60

Frame is loose, some contact marks

992 An Edwardian ebonised tub back chair raised on turned supports with floral seat 69cm h x 65cm w x 60cm d
(seat 40cm x 45cm) £40-60

Some staining to the seat, frame is loose, marks to to the ebonising in places

993 A 20th Century circular Japanese lacquered wine table, raised on a turned column and shaped base,
decorated figures and butterflies 67cm h x 36cm diam. £40-60

The top is slightly warped and has a split, column is loose

994 An Edwardian Dutch style inlaid mahogany display cabinet fitted shelves enclosed by glazed panelled doors,
raised on square supports 129cm h x 89cm w x 29cm d £60-80

Some bruising and contact marks

995 A 1930's Art Deco beech framed open arm chair upholstered in red and gold sculpted material 101cm h x
56cm w x 51cm d (seat 30cm x 34cm) £40-60

Some contact marks

996 A 20th Century square tapered Regency style lacquered stick stand with acorn finials, raised on bracket feet
64cm h x 20cm x 20cm £40-60

Contact marks and chips in places

997 A 19th Century Rococo style rectangular plate mirror contained in a carved pierced gilt frame 70cm h x 60cm
w ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Damage to the carving in places

998 A 20th Century square Japanese lacquered 2 tier jardiniere stand, the top decorated storks, raised on cabriole
supports 76cm h x 29cm w x 29cm d £50-75

999 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedroom chair with vase shaped slat back and upholstered seat, raised on
turned supports 36cm h x 43cm w x 41cm d (seat 28cm x 28cm) £30-50

Frame loose, contact marks

1000 A 1930's Art Deco shaped armchair upholstered in brown buttoned leather 87cm h x 94cm w x 79cm d (seat
33cm w x 39cm d) ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Scratched, sun bleached and patched throughout

1001 An Edwardian painted mahogany display cabinet with raised back, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, raised on square tapered supports 150cm h x 60cm w x 30cm d £40-60

Contact marks to the top, signs of shrinkage to the top left hand side of the door
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1002 An Edwardian Art Nouveau inlaid mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in sculpted material, raised on
cabriole supports 104cm h x 65cm w x 60cm d (seat 31cm x 39cm) £60-80

Frame is loose

1003 A Victorian mahogany pedestal dressing/writing table with 3/4 gallery, fitted 1 long and 10 short drawers,
raised on a platform base 87cm h x 136cm w x 61cm d £100-150

Scratches to the top, the dressing table is in one section and does not split

1004 An Art Deco style shaped mahogany bijouterie table with hinged lid, raised on squared supports 50cm h x
61cm w x 36cm d £50-75

Sections of veneer missing to the leg

1005 An Art Deco oak show frame armchair upholstered in brown material 79cm h x 68cm w x 76cm d (seat 40cm x
47cm) £80-120

There is a tear to the material at the back and marks to the material in places

1006 A 19th Century rectangular gilt painted display cabinet with mirrored back and base with undertier, raised on
scroll supports 101cm h x 89cm w x 36cm d £80-120

The top with a misfitted associated bevelled glass panel, the silvering to the mirrors are showing signs of
deterioration, some flaking in places to the gilt paint

1007 A pair of octagonal mid-Century tubular metal and plate glass tables, raised on 8 cylindrical supports with X
framed stretchers, 46cm x 95cm x 95cm £70-100

1008 A Victorian carved walnut showframe double spoon back settee upholstered in green material, raised on
carved cabriole supports 92cm h x 170cm w x 68cm d (seat 127cm x 37cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The frame has splits to both arms, movement in the frame, staining to the seat

1009 A Victorian rosewood and plate glass 3 fold draft screen with shaped pediment 157cm h x 79cm when closed x
137cm when open £80-120

Some sections of beading are missing to the edge

1010 A pair of 1920's carved oak armchairs upholstered in brown material with loose cushions, raised on cabriole
supports 80cm h x 64cm w x 70cm d £60-80

Frames are loose

1011 An Edwardian shaped mahogany framed 3 fold draft screen, with glass and yellow coloured fabric 176cm h x
45cm when closed x 135cm when open ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The top is warped

1012 An Indian circular engraved Benares brass tray raised on a folding carved hardwood stand 59cm h x 58cm
diam. £40-60

Tray slightly misshapen

1013 A Victorian ebonised show frame nursing chair, seat and back upholstered in polkadot material, raised on
cabriole supports, brass caps and casters 87cm h x 57cm w x 50cm d (seat 39cm x 40cm) £50-75

Crack to the both sides on the back of the frame

1014 A contemporary oval laminated and chrome pedestal dining table with black smoked glass top, raised on a
circular spreading foot 70cm h x 135cm l x 86cm d £80-120

There are some scratches to the glass and base but the table is otherwise in good condition having no chips,
cracks or other damage.

1015 A William IV mahogany show frame chaise longue upholstered in floral material, raised on turned supports
90cm h x 200cm w x 61cm d (seat 150cm w x 47cm d) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The back is loose and has pitting in places
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1016 A Victorian oak wedge shaped stationery box with fitted interior, the base fitted a drawer 26cm h x 33cm w x
18cm d £50-75

Slight warp to the door and a gap, interior missing ribbons from the side

1017 A 17th Century style oak bench/coffee table raised on turned cup and cover supports with H framed stretcher
48cm h x 160cm l x 53cm w £75-120

Scratches and ring marks to the top

1018 A Victorian camphor and brass inlaid and brass banded writing slope 19cm h x 49cm w x 28cm d £50-75

The countersunk handle to the left hand side is missing, the top has splits and is warped and there is pitting
and marks throughout. The escutcheon is missing and there is a chip to the hole. There is a small section of
veneer and brass inlay missing from the front and the box has been forced open at some point.

1019 A 20th Century inlaid kingwood bonheur du jour, the fall front inlaid flowers and revealing a well fitted interior
with well and 3 short drawers, raised on cabriole supports 90cm h x 74cm w x 46cm d £80-120

Veneer to the back lifting in places

1020 Co-Op Wholesale Society, an Edwardian walnut hall stand with carved and shaped back and bobbin turned
decoration, fitted a rectangular plate mirror flanked by 4 coat hooks, the base with umbrella stand raised on
turned supports complete with drip tray 84cm h x 69cm w x 29cm d, t he reverse with label Manufactured by
The Co-Op Wholesale Society Cabinet Makers Broughton Manchester £60-80

The top to the glove box is slightly warped, has ring marks and pitting

1021 A Continental mahogany D shaped card table raised on a turned column and triform base 77cm h x 86cm w x
42cm d £60-80

The top has a slight smile and pitting in places

1022 An Edwardian carved walnut open armchair with bobbin turned decoration, upholstered in brown mushroom
material, raised on turned supports 103cm h x 66cm w x 68cm d (seat 40cm x 38cm), together with a similar
nursing chair 101cm h x 66cm w x 60cm d (seat 30cm x 36cm) £50-75

Both frames are loose, upholstery marked in places

1023 A 20th Century French figured walnut and crossbanded commode of serpentine outline fitted 3 drawers with
gilt metal mounts, raised on cabriole supports 78cm h x 75cm w x 40cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

1024 A Victorian Gothic 4 seat pew with folding misery chords 114cm h x 240cm w x 40cm d ( photo centre pages )
£150-200

There are splits to the seats in places, contact marks throughout, the frame slightly loose

1025 A Victorian metal framed low tub back chair upholstered in pink buttoned material, raised on turned and fluted
supports 60cm h x 77cm w x 70cm d (seat 40cm x 35cm) £55-75

This lot has some minor wear to the paintwork and the upholstery but is otherwise in good condition. It
measures 60cm h x 77cm w x 70cm d

1026 A pair of Victorian mahogany spoon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and over stuffed seats raised on
turned supports 86cm h x 48cm w x 41cm d (seat 30cm x 27cm) £40-60

Frames are loose

1027 A William IV mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in green tapestry material, raised on turned and
reeded supports with brass caps 94cm h x 85cm w x 60cm d (seat 37cm x 45cm) £60-80

The frame is loose, upholstery has cat claw marks in places
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1028 A harlequin set of 6 (5 and 1) Georgian bleached mahogany bar back dining chairs with carved and shaped
mid rails, upholstered seats, raised on turned and fluted supports 86cm h x 46cm x 40cm (seats 23cm x 28cm)
£50-75

Frames are loose, signs of old but treated worm in places, 1 chair is missing section of timber to the back left
hand leg

1029 A Victorian Gothic 4 seat pew with folding misericords 114cm h x 240cm w x 40cm d £150-200

There is damage and repair to the left hand arm

1030 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany double corner cabinet with shaped pediment, fitted shelves enclosed by
astragal glazed doors, the base enclosed by a panelled door, raised on bracket feet 240cm h x 70cm w x 49cm
w (in 2 sections) £50-75

Contact marks, brass escutcheon to the base, lower door is missing, sun bleached throughout

1031 A 19th Century American carved walnut rocking chair, the seat and arms upholstered in pink floral material
with bobbin turned decoration 116cm h x 58cm w x 52cm d £50-75

Frame is loose, the arm pads have been crudely reupholstered as has the webbing to the base

1032 A set of 4 19th Century Hepplewhite style shield back dining chairs with overstuffed seats, raised on square
supports with H framed stretchers 92cm h x 54cm w x 46cm d (seat 40cm x 32cm) £50-75

Frames are loose, 1 has an inset section of timber to the top and the upholstery is marked in places

1033 A Victorian chaise longue upholstered in buttoned floral material, raised on turned supports with ceramic
casters 72cm h x 191cm w x 74cm d (seat 130cm x 52cm) £80-100

1034 A Victorian carved oak Wainscot chair constructed of old timber, the back carved a portrait bust of a
gentleman, raised on turned supports with box framed stretcher 227cm h x 69cm w x 54cm d (seat 45cm x
39cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Frame is loose, split to the seat and contact marks

1035 A rectangular Georgian mahogany 3 section tea caddy with hinged lid and brass swan neck drop handle,
raised on ogee bracket feet 16cm h x 25cm w x 14cm d £60-80

Light contact marks

1036 An Art Deco style light oak drop flap gateleg table fitted 1 flap, raised on shaped supports 76cm h x 110cm w x
9cm when closed x 70cm when open £40-60

1037 An Edwardian walnut framed chaise longue upholstered in buttoned material with bobbin turned decoration,
raised on turned supports 70cm h x 170cm w x 57cm w (seat 125cm x 38cm) £60-80

Frame is loose, marks to upholstery in places

1038 A Victorian mahogany wardrobe with moulded cornice enclosed by panelled doors, raised on a platform base
208cm h x 132cm w x 56cm d £60-90

Contact marks and scratches in places

1039 A late Victorian oak dog kennel dresser, the inverted breakfront upper section with moulded cornice, 3 shelves
enclosed by glazed panelled doors flanked by cupboards, the base with 3 drawers above dog kennel recess
flanked by panelled doors, raised on bun feet  207cm h x 161cm w x 41cm d £100-150

1040 A Georgian inlaid and crossbanded mahogany twin compartment tea caddy with hinged lid and ivory
escutcheon 13cm h x 24cm w x 13cm d £30-50

Section of crossbanding missing to the back left hand edge

1041 A 19th Century green painted French wardrobe with moulded cornice, enclosed by panelled doors 182cm h x
118cm w x 56cm d £100-150

Small holes to the side, cornice slightly damaged
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1042 A 19th Century table top folding bagatelle/billiard table, when folded 122cm l x 64cm w, when open 244cm l x
64cm w, together with a set of billiard balls, cue and brush ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some contact marks in places

1043 A Victorian mahogany Sutherland table raised on turned supports 60cm h x 61cm w x 16cm when closed x
75cm when open £40-60

1044 A Victorian mahogany bow front miniature chest of 4 drawers with raised back (made from 2 glove boxes from
a dressing table) 44cm h x 31cm w x 22cm d £40-60

1045 A Victorian bleached mahogany cut down commode with hinged lid, raised on turned supports  45cm h x 48cm
w x 26cm d £30-50

Sections of veneer missing to the right hand edge

1046 A Victorian oval dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame with shaped base 59cm h x 49cm
w x 23cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1047 A 19th Century circular turned oak wine table raised on turned pillar and tripod base 48cm h x 52cm diam.
£40-60

Top is pitted and has water marks, worm to the block and possible old repair to the leg

1048 A Victorian mahogany dressing table fitted 1 long and 4 short drawers with tore handles, raised on standard
end supports with turned H framed stretcher 76cm h x 98cm w x 35cm d £60-90

Some scratches, pitting and water marks in places, frame is loose

1049 A 19th Century mahogany coffer with hinged lid and brass escutcheon raised on later black plastic support
60cm h x 95cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Top is slightly warped, missing drop handles to the sides, tongues from the interior lock have been removed,
the lid has been braced for stability

1050 A set of 5 Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chairs with shaped mid rails and overstuffed seats, raised
on turned supports 86cm h x 46cm w x 40cm d (seat 30cm x 25cm) £50-75

Frames are loose

1051 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany writing/dressing table with raised back fitted a drawer flanked by cupboards,
raised on square tapered supports, brass caps and casters 89cm h x 124cm w x 53cm d £40-60

Top is lightly scratched and ring marked

1052 A 1920's carved oak coffer with hinged lid and panelled decoration 54cm h x 86cm w x 41cm d £50-75

The top has been fitted a section of MDF to prevent warping, the interior has been lined with plywood

1053 A Georgian style crossbanded mahogany chest of serpentine outline, 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on
splayed bracket feet 76cm h x 92cm w x 48cm d £80-120

Section of veneer missing to the left hand edge and pitting in places

1054 A Victorian carved oak 14 sided folding cricket table, raised on turned supports, the block carved The Green
Man 70cm h x 90cm w x 89cm d £50-75

Split to the top

1055 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bow front display cabinet, upper section fitted cupboards enclosed by panelled
doors, the base with undertier, raised on square tapered supports ending in bun feet 160cm h x 130cm w x
50cm d £60-80

1056 A pair of 19th Century Chinese official's "hat chairs" with slat and bar backs and  solid seats, raised on shaped
supports 112cm h x 58cm w x 45cm d (seat 43cm x 37cm) ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

One chair is missing a section of moulding to the left hand edge of the base, 1 has old repair to the top, the
frames are loose
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1057 An aluminium Coalbrookdale style garden seat 83cm h x 110cm w x 49cm d (seat 59cm x 27cm) £70-100

The wooden slats are weathered and have some minor splits but the bench is otherwise in good condition.

1058 A Victorian mahogany bookcase the upper section with 3/4 gallery enclosed by a glazed panelled door 133cm
h x 102cm w x 30cm d £40-60

Split to the side, contact marks and light scratches to the top

1059 A Victorian walnut display cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by arched panelled doors
89cm h x 73cm w x 29cm d £40-60

1060 A 1950's walnut finished and painted commode fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade
feet 76cm h x 67cm w x 6cm d £60-80

Top is slightly warped, some beading to the edge is rising and a small section is missing, also some paint loss
in places

1061 A Victorian mahogany spindle back nursing chair with overstuffed seat, raised on turned supports 81cm h x
54cm w x 50cm d (seat 30cm x 30cm) £30-50

Frame loose, small section of beading missing to the edge, slight stain to the seat

1062 A 20th Century Chippendale style rectangular plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 148cm h x
74cm £70-90

The mirror is a good quality reproduction dating from around the 1980s. The frame is made from a soft wood.
The lot is in good condition. The frame is gold painted.
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